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Abstract
Recently, some modifications of the approximate period problem was
considered as models for the investigation of sequences of rhythmic mo-
tor primitives. Some weighted Levenshtein distance is needed for such
models. To obtain efficient models we need to find a proper adjustment
of the weights of the Levenshtein distance. In this paper, we consider
an approach to proper adjustment of the weights.
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Problems of the task-level robot learning from demonstration has received
substantial attention recently (see e.g. [1]). Among other, we can mention that
learning from demonstration methods are very important for humanoid robots
(see e.g. [2, 3]). Also, it should be noted that learning from demonstration
is extensively studied for mobile robots (see e.g. [4, 5]). Motor skills can
be represented by motor primitives. Note that motor tasks can be divided
into two major groups: discrete motor tasks and rhythmic motor tasks [6].
It should be noted that rhythmic motor tasks are very important. There are
many different rhythmic motor tasks that could be learned [6]. Recently, the
approximate period problem was considered for the investigation of sequences
of motor primitives [7, 8]. It should be noted that some weighted Levenshtein
distance is needed for the approximate period models. To obtain efficient
models we need to find a proper adjustment of the weights of the Levenshtein
distance. In this paper, we consider an approach to proper adjustment of the
weights.
In general, we can assume that each trajectory is performed in the tele-
operated mode. Some sequences of motor commands can be considered as
symbols. During teleoperation, the robot is operated by the teacher. It is
clear that the robot can records a sequence of commands that obtained from
the teacher. However, the recorded and really performed command sequences
can differ. For instance, if the recorded sequence of commands is equal to
Forward 2 Right 90
then really performed command sequence can be equal to
Forward 2 Right 90.
At the same time, if the recorded sequence of commands is equal to
Right 90 Forward 2
then really performed command sequence can be equal to
Right 45 Forward 2.
In the last case, the robot does not have enough time to execute the command
Right 90. We need some confirmation of the execution of commands to es-
tablish a correspondence between the recorded and really performed command
sequences. In particular, we need to distinguish fully and partially executed
commands. For this purpose, we consider the computational predicate logic
[9]. In general, we assume that there is a difference between recorded and
really performed commands. For any recorded command K, we denote by [K]
corresponding really performed command. So, if
K1K2 . . . Kn
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is a sequence of recorded commands, then
[K1][K2] . . . [Kn]
is the sequence of really performed commands. In general, we assume that
K 6= [K]. It should be noted that the value of [K] depends on a number of
different factors,
• material of the floor covering;
• texture of the floor covering;
• moisture of the floor covering;
• viscosity of the floor covering;
• stickiness of the floor covering;
• relief;
• presence of movable obstacles;
• presence of permeable immovable obstacles;
• presence of impermeable immovable obstacles;
• CPU utilization;
• memory utilization;
• parallel execution of specific programs.
In this paper, we consider only CPU and memory utilization.
It is clear that values of [K] can be found during autonomous practice.
However, it is difficult task, which requires a very large number of experiments.
To minimize the number of experiments, we can use a special module that
builds and applies different logic rules. We consider the classical logic (CL)




for CPL. For instance,
CPL |= ∀cx∀cy([xy] = [x][y]),
CL |= ∀x(x ∨ ¬x),
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CPL 6|= ∀c[x]([x] ∨c ¬c[x]),
CL |= ∀x∀y∀z(y = z → xy = xz),
CPL 6|= ∀x∀y∀z(y = z → xy = xz).
In particular, we can consider x = Right 90, y = Backward 1 Forward 1,
and z = ∅ in the last case. Also, it should be noted that, for instance, truth of
CPL |= ∀cx∀y∀z(y = z → [x]y = [x]z)
depends on factors that the we should take into account.
We assume that the module that builds and applies logic rules uses a simple
genetic algorithm to select rules. Let N(R) denotes the number of adjusted




as the fitness function.
In our experiments, we use experimental setup that described in the paper
[8]. In particular, we consider the problem (K,P)-AP that proposed in the
paper [8]. In our experiments, we use the special module that builds and
applies logic rules and consider the time of the adjustment of the parameters.
We use for comparison results from [8] that obtained purely during autonomous
practice. Selected experimental results for test sets T[1] and T[2] from [8] are
given in the Table 1.
T[1] T[2]
autonomous practice 3.214002 5.701104
autonomous practice and logic rules 2.733012 3.640019
Table 1: The time of a proper adjustment of the parameters.
It is easy to see that the time of the adjustment of the parameters is
significantly less for the case of autonomous practice and logic rules. Moreover,
the advantage increases with increasing the size of environments.
We consider the avatar model [10] as a supervisor of the process of au-
tonomous practice. It is assumed that the avatar model used for replacement
of operator’s sequences of commands by typical human correct actions. Se-
lected experimental results for test sets T[1] and T[2] are given in the Table
2.
It is clear that the time of the adjustment of the parameters is significantly
less for the case of autonomous practice and logic rules. However, we do not
obtain significant advantage with increasing the size of environments.
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T[1] T[2]
autonomous practice 1.401173 2.612207
autonomous practice and logic rules 1.142574 2.375403
Table 2: The time of a proper adjustment of the parameters for the avatar
model.
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